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Introduction
Familiar strengths and weaknesses were apparent in the responses of candidates this
series: the character questions in Sections A and B elicit the most successful answers,
whilst answers to the theme questions tend to be the least successful. This may well have
something to do with time management. Certainly, many candidates do not write enough
on the theme questions, preventing them from accessing the highest marks, although this
tendency continues to be less pronounced than in the past.
Candidates had no difficulty in generating ideas to write about in Section C, although
technical inaccuracies continue to limit overall achievement. Time spent by candidates in
planning and checking is invaluable and should be adopted more widely to ensure structured
and error-free responses.
It is clear that teachers are ever- inventive in devising strategies to help their students and
many successful responses in all sections of the paper demonstrate the effectiveness of
these.
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Question 1
Romeo and Juliet continues to be the most popular Shakespeare play, with half as many
choosing Macbeth and comparatively few opting for The Merchant of Venice. Consequently,
most of my comments will be focused on questions 1 and 2.
1 a) asked candidates what they learned about Romeo in the given extract. An increasingly
large number are taking the advice to write three PEE paragraphs, each highlighting a
feature of the character demonstrated in the extract. Successful candidates often worked
methodically through the extract, picking out a feature such as Romeo’s fearlessness or
his determination, and supporting the point with a brief quotation. Some excellent answers
listed the features of Romeo before using evidence to illustrate them:
•

‘Overall, I learn that Romeo is a fickle-minded, love-driven, naïve character.’

Candidates are generally good at answering this question but some can spend too much
time on it, writing at great length even after they have provided enough to achieve
maximum marks. Clarity and efficiency leave candidates with enough time to spend on the
questions which follow.
1 b) The use of PEEs is not generally as successful when applied to the performance
question. The bullets provided offer some guidance but are probably best not systematically
followed either. Successful responses recognised that Juliet was concerned, but perhaps
pleased, about Romeo’s appearance in the garden, whilst Romeo was showing characteristic
rashness and bravado. Their voices and expressions should reflect these feelings, and the
most successful candidates focused on the emotional responses of the actors rather than
expansive gestures or elaborate mimes, such as Romeo drawing an imaginary cloak around
him. Responses were most successful when they related specific techniques to individual
lines of dialogue rather than relying on general suggestions relating vaguely to the extract
as a whole.
1 c) continues to be the least well done in Section A.
It is important that candidates chose ‘another part of the play’ and clearly identify it, before
moving on to discuss its importance. Candidates should therefore avoid writing about ‘love’
in general terms, or simply narrating what happens in their chosen scene. Reports on
previous series have discussed how ‘importance’ can be interpreted in relation to what the
chosen scene tells us about the play’s characters or relationships or ideas or structure or
plot. The resulting acronym CRISP has clearly become more familiar to candidates, many of
whom use it to inform their answers.
Some of the best answers chose to discuss the fight scene, focusing on Romeo’s attempt to
love Tybalt but then changing because of his love for Mercutio.
This candidate has identified three characteristics of Romeo: he is 'ashamed',
'compassionate' and 'brave'. The first two are not the most obvious words to use, but they
are explained clearly and backed by textual reference.
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Examiner Comments

This is, in many ways, a model answer
to a section A a) question at Foundation
level.
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Examiner Tip

Don't write too much. Three good points are
enough to achieve maximum marks. Going
beyond that will reduce the time left for
other questions.

This is a full mark answer for 1 b).
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Examiner Comments

Although there are some suggestions about movement and positioning, this candidate has
focused on what the characters are thinking: 'she knows he doesn't care', 'this is Romeo trying
to make an excuse'. These points are then translated into comments about appropriate tones of
voice: 'serious, stern', 'lightening his tone', 'really soft'.

Examiner Tip

Suggestions about how the actors can display their emotions with subtlety are usually much more
effective than extravagant mime movements.
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This is a band 3 answer for 1 c).

Comment on what your chosen scene tells us about the characters and their relationships.

Examiner Comments

The other part of the play is clearly identified and the candidate is able to refer to the Friar's
'wise words', as well as his doubts about Romeo: 'just going through one ear and out the other'.
The candidate also points out that Romeo's 'determination paid off' because the Friar sees the
marriage helping 'the rivalry between your houses'.
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Question 2
2 a) Candidates found a lot to say about Banquo from this extract and the most successful
dealt with his mixed feelings about Macbeth. Again, however, it is important not to write too
much. Maximum marks can be awarded for three supported points; there is no need to offer
four or more.
2 b) Candidates who visualised the scene did best here, focusing on the expression and
voices of the three characters, although credit was given for the thoughtful positioning of the
actors. A number of candidates suggested that actors speak in ‘loud’ or ‘high-pitched’ voices
but it was unclear why. There often seems to be little consideration of the effects created by
unnatural vocal contortions or extravagant arm movements. The key to understanding this
scene lies in an appreciation of what each character knows and how tense each one is.
2 c) was answered well by candidates who chose the scene following Duncan’s murder and
explored the suspicions of characters and the Macbeths’ attempts to allay or pre-empt them.
Foundation students are often helped enormously by the application of CRISP.
Again, however, the basics must be followed: choose just one other relevant part of the
play, avoid too much recounting of the narrative and focus on how the scene assists our
understanding of the nominated theme.

This question 2 response was awarded maximum marks.
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Examiner Comments

Three sound points are offered for a), Banquo realises his sons could be kings, he is scared of
Macbeth and he realises the witches' prophecies are coming true. The first and third points are
closely connected but there is enough here for maximum marks.
For b), the candidate looks beyond the superficial to understand Macbeth's thoughts: 'he
[Banquo] is the only person who could possibly relieve him of his throne through his sons'.
Macbeth is given a dominant position but talks to Banquo 'on a more personal level'.
In c), the last point (about Duncan's sons fleeing to give Macbeth the chance to pretend it
wasn't him) is particularly thoughtful.

Examiner Tip

Your answers will always impress if they show that you have understood the characters'
thoughts and feelings at any given point in the play.
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Question 6
The overwhelming majority of candidates continue to answer on ‘Of Mice and Men’, with
‘Heroes’ coming a distant second. However, it was pleasing to see rather more responses to
‘Rani and Sukh’, ‘Anita and Me’ and ‘Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress’. There was a
freshness about many of these.
Question 6 Heroes
6 a) Although Enrico is by no means a central character, candidates who analysed the
extract methodically were able to offer some excellent points about his masking of pain and
his understanding of Francis.
6 b) Most candidates focused on words like ‘sharp’ and ‘bitter’ and many commented on
the simile ‘like a saw going through wood’. Once candidates have spotted key words and
phrases, they should comment on their effects, and often did so, here, with productive
results.
6 c) Candidates were able to select a relevant scene, such as the one in London when
Francis scares the young boy. Many chose to focus on the final scene with Larry, and how he
was scarred by the war – the effects of war injuries, many candidates recognised, are often
overwhelmingly psychological.
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This is a response to Heroes which gained maximum marks.
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Examiner Comments

a) Enrico is 'in pain', 'talkative' and
'encouraging' - all sound comments.
b) There is a clear focus on individual words
and phrases and their effects.

Examiner Tip

Stay clearly focused on the demands of
each question. Try to write just enough
for each.

c) Although the answer is a little diffuse,
it takes account of the novel's structure
(using flashbacks) and its focus stays on
war injuries.
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Question 7
Question 7 Of Mice and Men
7 a) Most candidates were able to answer on Curley’s character, finding a varied range of
features upon which to comment, including “bossy”, “suspicious” and “judgemental”. Again,
it is important that candidates choose a few characteristics which allow them to demonstrate
insight, rather than list as many as they can find and thus run the risk of using up their
time. Comments on his appearance (for example, his hair, boots and glove) were valid if
related to his personality – his inner tension, perhaps, or his need to dominate.
7 b) This was a question about how language is used to present other men’s reactions
to Curley, not Curley himself. It would help candidates to be more explicit in identifying
language features (without necessarily labelling them as similes, adverbs etc) to show how
they direct a reader’s response, and also to use sentence starters to remind them to employ
word and phrase analysis. For example:
•

“Steinbeck uses the word …. to suggest ….”

•

“ The phrase ….. implies that…..”

Good examples of candidate response included:
•

“Steinbeck uses the word ‘squirmed’, to show how Lennie is uncomfortable and
embarrassed like a child.”

•

“The key word in this sentence is ‘cautiously’ because Candy is afraid of Curley hearing
what he is saying.”

Please note that this is not a test of whether candidates can use grammatical terms
correctly; references to ‘the word’ will do just as well as ‘the adverb’.
7 c) Aggression is widespread in the novel and candidates were able to move towards band
three if they focused on just one other part of it: Lennie’s fight with Curley, for example, or
Candy’s reactions to the death of Curley’s wife. The best answers integrated points about
the importance of the theme whilst referring to socio-historical context, as in the following:
•

‘Curley is angry with Lennie for smiling at a memory. This sets Curley off. This is
because people in 1930s America did not understand those mental disabilities. In this
Lennie is victimised by Curley and immediately starts begging for George’s help, as
he is dependent on him. George responds by encouraging Lennie to fight back. People
in 1930s America would find this strange, because itinerant farmworkers never made
the connections with other workers. George does this to show off his aggression by
encouraging Lennie to fight back knowing Lennie’s brutal strength. As a result of this,
Lennie shows off his aggression towards Curley by grabbing hold of Curley’s hand and
crushing it.’

Although the comments about context are rather sweeping, here, they are valid and arise
naturally from a discussion of the scene. Furthermore, the candidate comments on the
relationship between Lennie and George, following advice about using CRISP given in
previous reports. The following example illustrates how comments about character and
relationships can fulfil the need to discuss the theme’s importance:
•

‘Aggression is important here because it shows us the true personality of the characters.
It shows Curly will start a fight for almost no reason. It shows us that Slim can be quite
sly as he talks Curly into telling a lie to protect Lennie and George. It shows us that
George is controlling towards Lennie and he tells him what to do. The aggression showed
by Lennie highlights the relationship between him and George because he wouldn't harm
Curly until George told him to.’

Again, many answers to the c) question were far too brief or even totally absent. Candidates
should find time to write at least something which will gain a few marks.
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Full marks were given for these 7 a) and 7 b) responses.
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Examiner Comments

a) Curley has a 'Napoleon complex', tries to encourage confrontation and has never worked.
All supported.
b) The focus is on individual words and phrases: 'tense', 'motionless', 'helplessly'.

Examiner Tip

Read the question carefully. 7 b) was not a question about Curley.
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This 7 c) response scored 10.
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Examiner Comments

This response does everything required of a candidate:
•

selects a valid and clear other part of the play

•

integrates points about context: the social hierarchy

•

shows how aggression is important.

Examiner Tip

Don't produce a brief history of the great depression. The context can be provided by
reference to the ranch's social hierarchy.
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Question 11
Section C
Question 11 asked for a speech given to peers on ‘your hopes for the future’. As might be
expected, there were many and varied approaches to this; some candidates wrote about
their personal ambitions, others had views about the kind of world they wanted to see. It
was important to stay focused on the future, although a small number of candidates took
the opportunity to present their autobiographies, and there was much that was genuinely
touching about some students’ hopes for their immediate family as well as themselves.
Least successful were attempts at ‘motivational’ or ‘inspirational’ speeches which became
too vague and ended up saying very little. Primarily, responses had to be written as
speeches, and it is clear that many candidates are adept at doing this, employing
appropriate rhetorical techniques for effect. In addition, responses had to be structured in
paragraphs and written in English that was technically accurate – requirements which many
candidates were unable to fulfil.
This response is lively and engaging and was given maximum marks.
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Examiner Comments

The response demonstrates a clear sense of audience, adapting language accordingly. Ideas are
presented with assurance, combining personal and global hopes. It is clearly a speech, utilising
rhetorical techniques such as lists. There are some problems with apostrophes and there are
some spelling errors but accuracy is sound for the majority of the response.

Examiner Tip

Check through your work at the end to fine-tune your punctuation.
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Question 12
Question 12 asked for a letter to a head or principal about homework. Candidates had to
adopt the right tone and register for this, and the more successful demonstrated respect
whilst suggesting reviews of homework policy. Less effective were those that used too much
slang and sarcasm and did not get beyond condemning homework as a waste of time.
The use of invented statistics created problems here and should not be used as a substitute
for the rational expression of a point of view. Some candidates claimed that everyone
in year 11 had to complete six hours of homework every night, others asserted that the
vast majority of students faced with homework had nervous breakdowns or failed in their
attempts to pass exams.
Calmly reasoned arguments were the most impressive, especially when making positive and
constructive suggestions, asking head teachers to ‘consider’ suggestions rather than ranting
against the whole concept of homework:
•

‘Lately, we have been bombarded with homework by every subject and I am finding it
difficult to manage. It is not only my opinion but also of my peers. We have to hand in
our homework for six subjects…it is a huge amount.

•

I do understand the importance of homework. It helps us to revise and understand
better what we have been taught, but…’
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This response was also awarded full marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is a carefully constructed letter which
adopts the right tone most of the time.
Sentences are crafted, using three-part
lists appropriately, although the response
is certainly not error-free.
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Examiner Tip

Think carefully about your audience.
Treat them with due respect.

Paper Summary
There are signs that the (a) questions in both sections A and B are being approached with
assurance and confidence by most candidates. Many more than in the past are able to
meet the challenges of the language question in Section B, and have clearly benefited from
word – and phrase – level analysis, whilst many candidates would benefit from a structured
approach to answering the performance question in Section A. Answers to (c) questions
in both Reading Sections have shown a marked improvement with some centres clearly
adopting CRISP, or something similar, to give candidates a helpful framework.
There has been an apparent and continuing increase in the number of candidates managing
their time effectively and completing all sections of the paper. Writing responses clearly
benefit from being carefully planned and checked for accuracy. Based on their performance
on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Use a structured approach to answer the performance question in Section A

•

Use word and phrase level analysis in the language question in Section B

•

A framework such as CRISP may help in the Reading sections

•

Carefully plan and check your writing response for accuracy.

Candidates must manage their time carefully so that all questions are answered. Suggested
guidelines are:
Sections A and B
•

Question a) 7 marks, 8 minutes

•

Question b) 7 marks, 8 minutes

•

Question c) 10 marks, 12 minutes

Section C
•

48 marks, 45 minutes
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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